We show that the only orthogonal polynomials with a generating function of the form F(xz − αz 2 ) are the ultraspherical, Hermite, and Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind. For special F for which this is the case, we then finish the classification of orthogonal polynomials with more general generating functions F(xw(z) − R(z)).
polynomial families goes back to Paul Appell in 1880, [2] who looked at polynomials with generating functions of the form ∞ n=0 1 n! P n (x)z n = A(z) exp(xz) for some function A(z). These are now called Appell polynomials. Later, they were generalized to Sheffer families with generating functions ∞ n=0 1 n! P n (x)z n = A(z) exp(xU(z)) (1.1)
for some functions A(z), U(z). The prototypical 'orthogonal polynomials characterization result' is Meixner's 1934 description of all orthogonal polynomials with the Sheffer-type generating functions. [3] On the other hand, among Appell polynomials, only Hermite polynomials are orthogonal. Besides nice generating functions, the Meixner class has many other characterizations and applications, see [4] for an excellent survey. Perhaps for this reason, many generalizations of this class have been attempted. The most popular of these are probably the q-deformed families. One approach (there are several) extends the Sheffer class by looking at the generating functions of the form
(after appropriate normalization, one gets the Sheffer form for q → 1). In this case, the analogue of the Meixner class are the Al-Salam and Chihara polynomials. [5] For the study of two different types of q-Appell polynomials, see [6, 7] .
A different generalization of the Sheffer class are generating functions of the general Boas-Buck [8] type:
for F(z) = ∞ n=0 c n z n with c 0 = 1. The usual case corresponds to F(z) = e z . In the Boas-Buck setting, the problem of describing all orthogonal polynomials is wide open. The Appell-type class (with U(z) = z) in this case consists of the Brenke polynomials, and at least in that case all the orthogonal polynomials are known. [9, 10] Now note that in the Sheffer/Meixner case in Equation (1.1), corresponding to F(z) = e z , the generating function has an alternative form
So another interesting class to look at are (all or just orthogonal) polynomials with generating functions ∞ n=0 c n P n (x)z n = F(xw(z) − R(z)), (1.2) which again gives the Sheffer/Meixner families for F(z) = e z .
The case F(z) = 1/(1 − z) appears in Free Probability, [11] see Section 3 of [12] for the author's description of the 'free Meixner class', which is in a precise bijection with the Meixner class (except for the binomial case [13] ). In fact, this family was already described in [14] . Here again, one can write the generating function in two ways:
.
More generally, Boas and Buck proved the following result.
Theorem ([15]):
The only functions F with F(0) = 1 such that
So as an alternative to the Boas-Buck formulation, we are interested in orthogonal polynomials with generating functions of the form F(xw(z) − R(z)), or at least in the Appell-type subclass F(xz − R(z)). A priori, for general R even this seems to be a hard question. However, the orthogonal Appell polynomials are only the Hermite polynomials, with the exponential generating function
On the other hand, the orthogonal free Appell polynomials are only the Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind, with the ordinary generating function
Moreover, R(z) = αz 2 appears naturally in combinatorial proofs of the usual, free, and other central-limit-type theorems (see, e.g. Lecture 8 of [11] ). Thus it is reasonable to consider F(xz − αz 2 ) first, which we do in Theorem 1. Its conclusion below indicates that interesting generating functions (and also, potentially, interesting non-commutative probability theories) arise precisely for F covered by the Boas-Buck theorem above, plus in the exceptional case F(z) = 1 + log(1/(1 − z)) not covered by that theorem. Next, we return to the question of generating functions of the more general form (1.2), but only for F of the special form just mentioned. Orthogonal polynomials with generating functions of this form are known, again with the exception of the special case F(z)
The conclusion is that such Meixner-type families are described by four parameters for λ = ∞ (i.e. F(z) = e z ) and λ = 1, by three parameters for other positive values of λ, and by two parameters for λ = 0 (i.e. F(z) = 1 + log(1/(1 − z))). See Remark 2 and Proposition 2 . So from the point of view of orthogonal polynomials, it is unlikely that there are non-commutative probability theories for other values of λ strongly parallel to the classical and free theories. After the article was submitted for publication, we learned from Professor Ben Cheikh that Question 1 has in fact been considered in the literature, in [16] [17] [18] (I am grateful to him for this information). Surprisingly, the characterization as described by Al-Salam included the ultraspherical and the limiting case of the Hermite polynomials, but seems to have missed the other limiting case of the Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind.
The results
Theorem 1: Let α > 0 and F(z) = ∞ n=0 c n z n be a formal power series with c 0 = 1,
(if c n = 0, P n is undefined). These polynomials form an orthogonal polynomial family (which is automatically monic) if and only if
• {P n } are rescaled Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind, 
Cc n P n (x)z n for any C = 0 and F C (z) = 1 + C(F(z) − 1). This is the source of the free parameter c in the theorem.
Remark 2:
We now consider all orthogonal polynomials with more general generating functions of the form
for F as in the conclusion of the preceding theorem. For F(z) = e z , corresponding to λ = ∞, this is a classical four-parameter family of Meixner polynomials. For F(z) = 1/(1 − z), corresponding to λ = 1, these are the free Meixner polynomials, also a four-parameter family. For other positive λ, the orthogonal polynomials with generating functions of this form have been classified in [14, 19] , and form only a three-parameter family. In the next proposition, we show that in the exceptional case F(z) = 1 + ln(1/ (1 − z) ), corresponding to λ = 0, one only gets a two-parameter family. Note that we may rewrite
Proposition 2:
The only orthogonal polynomials with the generating function of the form 
If for some n ≥ 2, c n = 0 while c n−1 = 0, then comparing the coefficients of x n−2 in Equation (2.2), we see that the coefficient is zero on the left and non-zero on the right. So all c n = 0, and we may denote d n = c n /(c n−1 ). Equation (2.2) then becomes
and for n ≥ 4,
Using this equation for both n and n + 1, it follows that the leading term in xP n (x) − P n+1 (x) is
If we want the polynomials to be orthogonal, by Darboux-Favard-Stone theorem [21] they have to satisfy a three-term recursion relation xP n = P n+1 + β n P n + ω n P n−1 (note that {P n } are clearly monic). We see that β n = 0, and
for n ≥ 1. Using (2.3) again, it follows that for n ≥ 3, the leading term in xP n (
For this to be zero we need
Thus for n ≥ 3,
The general solution of this recursion is
for n ≥ 2. Since all d n = 0, a, b cannot both be zero. Therefore,
for n ≥ 2 and
If a = 0, b = 0, then
5)
which can also be obtained from the preceding formula by using L'Hôpital's rule. Finally, if a = 0, b = 0, then
Moreover,
Since for orthogonality, we need ω n ≥ 0, clearly b ≥ 0. If b = 0, then ω n = 2α a n > 0 as long as a > 0. The polynomials with this recursion are the rescaled Hermite polynomials. We recall [22, Section 9 .15] that the generating function for standard (monic) Hermite polynomials is
which is of the form (2.1) with F(z) = e z , and the generating function (2.6) is obtained from it by a rescaling and a shift from Remark 1.
If b > 0, a = 0, we denote λ = a/b and get
Since
we have λ > −1.
we have moreover λ > − 1 2 . It is now easy to see that this condition suffices for the positivity of all ω n ; indeed, the corresponding polynomials are the rescaled ultraspherical polynomials. We recall [22, Section 9.8.1] that the generating function for standard (monic) ultraspherical polynomials is
which is of the form (2.1) with F(z) = 1/(1 − 2z) λ , and the generating function (2.4) is obtained from it by a rescaling and a shift from Remark 1.
Finally, if b > 0, λ = a = 0, then
for n ≥ 2, but ω 1 = 2(α/b). These are precisely recursion coefficients for the rescaled Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind. The standard generating function [22, Section 9.8.2] for (monic) Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind is
so it is not of the form (2.1). However,
Term-by-term integration with respect to z gives
with C = 1, which is of the form (2.1) with F(z) = 1 + 1 2 ln (1/(1 − 2z) ). The generating function (2.5) is obtained from it by a rescaling and a shift from Remark 1.
Proof of the Proposition:
We use the same method as in the theorem. By assumption,
The left-hand side is
By applying an affine transformation to the measure of orthogonality, we may assume that it has mean zero and unit variance. Thus P 0 (x) = 1,
so that v 1 = 1, u 1 = 0, and
Expanding further, the left-hand side is
On the other hand, xP n = P n+1 + β n P n + ω n P n−1 .
Thus
n − 2 2 v 2 2 + β n nv 2 + ω n and 0 = u n+1 + β n u n + ω n u n−1 .
It follows that β n = −v 2 , β 0 = 0, ω n = v 2 2 − v 3 , ω 1 = 1, 0 = u n+1 − v 2 u n + (v 2 2 − v 3 )u n−1 , u 1 = 0, u 2 = −1.
(2.7)
It follows from the recursion formulas that the polynomials belong to the normalized free Meixner class. Their ordinary generating function is known, [12, 14] and has the form (1 + zu (z) ). In particular,
Comparing with Equation (2.7), we conclude that v 2 = 0 and v 3 = − 1 2 . Thus β n = 0, ω 1 = 1, and ω n = 1 2 for n > 1. These are the Jacobi parameters for the Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind. As observed in the preceding theorem, they have the generating function of the desired form.
